
JDBM3

➲ Java Database Manager 

➲ Currently at 
               
     www.github.com/jankotek/JDBM3

➲ Will reach beta soon, already have some users:

So I've been using JDBM3 quite extensively and have been 
incredibly impressed by the speed (with a few tweaks, it really 
blows anything else out of the water).

However, I have found an odd performance issue. 



JDBM3 - Goals

➲ Drop-in replacement for Java collections
● Mimic in memory collection as much as possible
● ConcurrentModificationException and fail fast behavior
● All DB features are transparent and 'optional'
● No database specific exceptions

➲ Minimal overhead
● Minimal memory usage 
● Minimal instance creation to prevent excessive GC usage 
● Minimal disk space usage 
● Minimal serialization cost
● Simple & stupid (being smart has overhead)
● High performance is just side-effect of this goal!



Collections

➲ Provides
● ConcurrentNavigableMap  (btree)
● ConcurrentNavigableSet   (btree)
● ConcurrentMap                  (htree)
● CuncurrentSet      (htree)
● SkipList (for bounded queues)



Features

➲ Tightly optimized code, minimal GC overhead
➲ Small only 160KB no deps jar (80 KB ProGuarded)
➲ Space efficient serialization
➲ Thread safe, provides concurrent collections
➲ Advanced B-Tree with delta compression, self balancing..
➲ Efficient instance cache (MRU, soft, weak, hard)
➲ Pure Java, performance similar to embedded C dbs.
➲ Transactional (single session)
➲ Secondary view (in progress)
➲ MVCC (in progress)
➲ Transparent encryption...etc
➲ Various storage options: file, memory, zip, classpath jar, 

raw partition (in progress)

➲ Apache 2 license, no strings attached.



Problems and current state

➲ Some parts not fully optimized yet
● Htree is slower then Btree
● In some places performance low

➲ Does not run on Android yet (depends on com.sun API)
➲ Not much documentation and examples
➲ Cryptic code without much Javadoc
➲ MVCC not yet implemented
➲ Secondary views (index) not yet implemented
➲ Readonly cache should scale linearly with multi-threaded 

access
➲ Serialization may be slow on some JVMs (reflection bug)



JDBM3 - history

➲ dbm was the first of a family of simple database engines, 
originally written by Ken Thompson and released by AT&T 
in 1979. The name is a three letter acronym for database 
manager.

➲ JDBM started in 2000 Cees de Groot and Alex Boisvert
➲ JDBM 1.0 released in 2005
➲ I forked and released JDBM2 in 2009
➲ JDBM3 started 6 months ago



Why?



??  Why  ??

➲ Need speed comparable to flat binary files
➲ Binary files are not modifiable
➲ Instance cache
➲ Serialization overhead
➲ Should run with 16MB Heap

➲ Desktop application has different requirements, but still 
needs to handle terabytes of data.



Minimal API

➲ JDBM only exports two public classes
● DBMaker for opening and configuring the database
● DB for persistence specific stuff

➲ Configuration options are limited to important options and 
workarounds

➲ Less options → easier support
➲ Possibly dangerous classes are not exported 

➲ More advanced users will fork it anyway



    //Open database using builder pattern. 
    //All options are available with code autocompletion.
    DB db = DBMaker.openFile("test")  
        .deleteAfterClose()
        .enableEncryption("password",false)
        .make();
  
    //open an collection, TreeMap has better performance then HashMap
    SortedMap<Integer,String> map = db.createMap("collectionName");

    map.put(1,"one");
    map.put(2,"two");
    //map.keySet() is now [1,2] even before commit

    db.commit();  //persist changes into disk

    map.put(3,"three");
    //map.keySet() is now [1,2,3] 
    db.rollback(); //revert recent changes
    //map.keySet() is now [1,2] 

    db.close();  



Performance charts

➲ Create TreeMap<Long,String> with 100 000 000 records

Insertion time in seconds (lower is better)
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Storage usage

Storage usage in MB
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Random read performance

Read 50 000 records, in seconds, lower is better
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Instance creation overhead

ArrayList<Runnable> listeners

for(Runnable listener : listeners){
    listener.run();
}



Instance creation overhead 2

HashMap<Long,Object> cache 

long recid = XXX;
cache.get(recid);



Stack overhead

    int sum1(int a, int b){
        if(a==-1)  return a+b;
        return a+b;
    }

    int sum2(int a, int b){
        if(a==-1) throw new IllegalArgumentException();
        return a+b;
    }

    int sum3(int a, int b){
        if(a==-1) return color.getAlpha();
        return a+b;
    }



Bitwise functions

class Recod{
   long recid;
   short size
}

// can be replaced with

long record

long recid = record & RECID_MASK
short size = record >>> 48



ByteBuffers

➲ Direct ByteBuffers access takes approximately constant 
time and does not matter if you read 1 byte or 100 bytes

➲ When deserializing read data in bulk into heap byte[]
➲ Read small fragments (boolean, int) from byte[]

➲ ByteBuffer can provide 'view' to file system. There is no 
need to copy data just for reading

➲ Copy on Write

➲ Frequently used pages should be converted to heap ASAP
 



Instance cache

➲ Serialization is huge cost
➲ Instance cache is tightly integrated into core to minimize 

overhead
➲ Map<long,byte[]> versus Map<long,instance> low lower 

store
➲ Using instance rather then page cache minimizes 

serialization



Reference cache

➲ Map<long, SoftReference<Instance>>
➲ Map<long, Instance>

➲ Weak/Soft references are released very slowly.
GC just does not work well enough

➲ JDBM3 checks free memory, if bellow 25% it clears cache

➲ Repopulating cache is very fast

➲ Everything is configurable



POJO Serialization in Java

➲ Normal serialization writes class metadata into serialized 
data:

public class Person  implements Serializable {
    int age = 40;
    String nickname = "Agent Smith";
}

➲ Serialized size: 104 bytes

��srorg.apache.jdbm.geecon.Person O IageL�� ���
nicknametLjava/lang/String;xp(tAgent Smith



Single threaded IO

➲ Multithread IO is 'workaround' for blocking IO

➲ Fastest IO apps (HTTPD) are single threaded and 
asynchronous

➲ Most CPUs have only 2 or 4 cores, 
is it worth all the troubles?

➲ Threads are heavy, starting 10000 threads 'freezes' OS

➲ My needs are singlethreaded anyway



Cooperative multitasking

➲ It is possible to have asynchronous IO together with 
intuitive threading model. Solution is cooperative 
multitasking and microthreads.

➲ Similar to actors, but can keep state. Uses continuations
➲ No need for synchronization, as we have control over 

switching. 

  ByteBuffer buf = //data to send
  //spin lock until all data has been send
  while(buf.remaining()!=0){
    final int wr = socket.write(buf);
    if(wr==0) 
       //no data send this cycle, give chance to others
       yield();
    } 



Future

➲ Rewrite using Kilim microthreads and cooperative 
multitasking

➲ Add HTTP 1.1 webserver

➲ Should handle 100 000+ concurrent connections with DB 
access

➲ Container for microthreads applications



Contact

➲ www.github.com/jankotek/JDBM3  

➲ jan@kotek.net
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